Challenges in Modern Control
• Fast changing and highly interacting process dynamics , ,
• Induced Connectivity
• Extrinsic influence of inputs

Dynamic Causal Modeling
Separate islands based on connectivity • Motivation: Modern power plants must operate at their maximum efficiency in the presence of disturbances and/or abnormal conditions without violating environmental emission standards and causing safety hazards. Handling this challenging task requires intelligent monitoring, decision making, and control.
Model Development
BIO-CS Implementation
• Approach: The artificial immune system paradigm is inspired by mechanisms of the biological immune system, which exhibit all the valuable characteristics needed to solve the problem of monitoring and controlling complex multi-dimensional technical systems in comprehensive and integrated manner.
Artificial Immune System (AIS) Paradigm *
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) is a diverse area of research that attempts to take inspiration from immunology for solving engineering problems.
The AIS paradigm for abnormal condition detection, identification, evaluation, and accommodation (ACDIEA) relies on mechanisms that distinguish between elements of the "self" and "non-self".
The immunity based AC accommodation is approached based on the biological feedback that establishes a balance between the activation and suppression of the antibodies generation.
The immunity evolutionary optimization relies on the general concept of genetic optimization augmented with mechanisms inspired by the generation of highly specific and effective antibodies.,
Artificial Immune System for ACDIEA
The AIS for ACDIE paradigm may be regarded as a data-driven modeling methodology that relies on exhaustive collections of system feature measurements and derived variables.
A novel approach to generate the technical system self called the partition of the universe approach (PUA) was developed to facilitates the use of fulldimensional self for system abnormal condition detection *.
AC Detection represents the process through which the existence of an AC is acknowledged within at least one of the targeted system components.
It is based on direct self/non-discrimination and can be performed using negative selection-type or positive selection-type of algorithms. AC Active Accommodation consist of reevaluation of system parameter and/or triggering of pre-existing compensating modules within the control laws and/or actual computation of commands at post-failure conditions.
The artificial neural network (ANN)-based adaptive mechanism relies on the capability of the ANNs to model/approximate functions.
The artificial immune based (AIS)-based adaptive controller mimics the humoral immune system feedback response. 
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Example Results
The acid gas removal (AGR) unit is part of an integrated gasification combined cycle power plant. The unit selectively removes H 2 S and CO 2 using SELEXOL solvent. A Dynsim® model of the AGR unit was used.
A total of 163 features were selected to build the self of the AGR unit, including pressure, temperature, flow rate, and composition measurements across the unit.
Over 700 tests each lasted 270 minutes by varying 6 most significant inputs were used. Normal versus abnormal operation is determined based on system constraints.
To CO2 Sequestration Section
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Example Results
For the purpose of demonstrating the operation of the proposed AC detection scheme, a limited number of 8 AC that include deposit of solids, such as flyash, and leakages in the pipes or equipment items are presented. No false alarms are recorded.
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Example Results
The two proposed adaptive control mechanisms were implemented and tested using a simple linearized 2-input/2-output/4-state model from Dynsim ® for the CO 2 absorption process unit of the IGCC-AGR process. Actuator failure and other plant abnormal conditions were simulated by altering the elements of the B and A matrices, respectively. 
